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Abstract

The Advanced Photon Source (APS) Upgrade includes

adding more insertion devices (IDs) to the storage ring.

Perturbations from IDs have been reviewed, with the most

significant sources coming from IDs that generate circular

polarized light. To address this, we measured non-linear ef-

fects from the existing circular polarized undulator (CPU)

and intermediate-energy x-ray (IEX) undulator. Measure-

ment results were compared with simulation results. Pro-

posed correction schemes were tested experimentally.

INTRODUCTION

The ongoing APS Upgrade (APS-U) project includes in-

stalling IDs in unused straights and replacing some IDs

with devices better-optimized for user requirements. ID

perturbations to the beam can be qualitatively expressed by

[1]

∆x′(x) ∝
Lw

E2
K2

d

dx
F 2(x), (1)

where Lw is the length of the wiggler, E is the beam en-

ergy,K is the wiggler strength, andF (x) = By(x)/By(0).
Non-linear effects come from the roll-off in F (x).

For planar IDs, only one on-axis field (typically By)

needs to be non-zero. Thus a generally wider ID pole and

flatter F (x) is possible, which reduces non-linearities. For

IDs that generate elliptical radiation, both Bx and By are

necessarily non-zero on axis. The required magnet struc-

ture is much more complicated, with narrower poles and,

as a consequence, larger variation of F (x). Figure 1 illus-

trates this difference for some of the typical and planned

APS IDs. ID parameters are listed in Table 1.

To better understand the beam dynamics effects of ID

field non-linearity, several simulation methods have been

implemented in elegant [2]. Some of the methods require

an analytical wiggler field expansion, which can be ob-

tained through fitting a 3D magnetic field map to a model.

In this paper, we first describe these simulation tools, fit-

ting methods, and methods to reduce artificial errors from

fitting. Then, using IEX as an example, we show simula-

tion results from a measured field map. Finally, we present

some experimental results from CPU and IEX operations.

SIMULATION TOOLS AND FITTING

METHOD

There are four elements in elegant that simulate IDs:

CWIGGLER, GFWIGGLER, UKICKMAP, and FTABLE.

∗Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,

under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.

Figure 1: Comparison of simulated in-plane kick map (y =
0) for different types of IDs.

Table 1: Typical ID Parameters

ID Type Length K max+ By Pole Width

(m) (mm)

U33 * 2.4 2.75 51

U36 * 2.1 3.31 39.5

CPU* 1.8

2.77(H)

242.77(V)

2.5(C)

IEX* 4.75

5.27(H)

18.23.86(V)

3.86(C)

APPLE# 2.1

3.57(H)

35×352.7(V)

3.03(C)

+ H/V/C are different polarization mode for elliptical ID.
* Currently operated at APS.
# ID is under development, parameters are under consideration.

UKICKMAP uses kick maps [3] obtained from magnet

design directly or from tracking results of the other three

methods. All other methods use 3D field maps from

ID design or field measurement. FTABLE uses the field

map directly and is non-canonical, while CWIGGLER and

GFWIGGLER require an analytical wiggler field expan-

sion (from the 3D field map fitting) and are canonical. Our

typical procedure for simulating nonlinear ID effects is: fit

the 3D field map to a field expansion; using CWIGGLER

or GFWIGGLER, track a bunch of particles through the

element in a “grid” distribution on the x − y plane with

x′ = y′ = 0, and determine the kick map at the exit; use

the kick map as input to UKICKMAP to perform various
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simulations. The key to the entire procedure is fitting a field

map to the field expansion. The general field expansion of

an elliptical undulator is written as [4]:

BH
x = BH

0

∑

m,n
AH

mn

kHx,mn

kHy,mn

sin(kHx,mnx)

· sinh(kHy,mny) · cos(kznz),

BH
y = −BH

0

∑

m,n
AH

mn cos(k
H
x,mnx)

· cosh(kHy,mny) · cos(kznz),

(2)

with (kHy,mn)
2 = (kHx,mn)

2+(kzn)
2 for the field generated

from the two middle poles, and

BV
x = BV

0

∑

m,n
AV

mn cos(k
V
x,mnx)

· cosh(kVy,mny) · cos(kznz +
π
2
),

BV
y = BV

0

∑

m,n
AV

mn

kVy,mn

kVx,mn

sin(kVx,mnx)

· sinh(kVy,mny) · cos(kznz +
π
2
),

(3)

with (kVy,mn)
2 = (kVx,mn)

2+(kzn)
2 for the field generated

from the four side poles. Here, kzn = 2πn/λu, λu is the

period, and BH
0

and BV
0

are the maximum on-axis horizon-

tal and vertical fields, respectively. The total field is given

by

BC
y = BH

y +BV
y

BC
x = BH

x +BV
x .

(4)

ID field profiles greatly differ from a pure sinusoidal shape

and have high harmonic components, making direct fitting

very difficult. We thus developed a linear fit method. First,

the field data are fit to longitudinal harmonics:

BC
x =

∑

n
GH,n · cos(kznz) +

∑

n
GV,n · cos(kznz),

BC
y =

∑

n
FH,n · cos(kznz) +

∑

n
FV,n · cos(kznz),

(5)

where cos(kznz) are known values at each data point, and

FH/V,n and GH/V,n are fit parameters. These F and G pa-

rameters are in turn decomposed into transverse harmonics

following

FH,n =
∑

m

[

−BH
0
AH

mn · cosh(kHy,mny)
]

· cos(kHx,mnx)

=
∑

m
fH,n,m · cos(kHx,mnx).

(6)

Note that kHy,mn and kHx,mn are still related. Both kHx,mn and

AH
mn are unknown parameters to be fitted. In order to turn

this into a linear fit, we give an initial value to kHx,mn, then

fit fH,n,m. The proper kHx,mn value is obtained by scanning

kHx,mn over a suitable range and choosing the value that

gives the smallest residuals. The same technique is applied

to the other F and G parameters.

Depending on the original field data errors and the avail-

able field map region, the fit results may be invalid. The

F and G coefficients are interrelated via Maxwell’s equa-

tions, so fitting one will give the other. Usually we fit FH

and GV as they give the non-zero on-axis field. In the case

of large (measured or modeled) field errors, this results in

large field errors at the boundary of the available field map.

Fitting F and G parameters together will eliminate such

errors (see Figure 2). For best results, the field map region

Figure 2: Fitted field profile at different y positions (legend

value in mm). Red — fit FH and GV only; black — fit all

F and G. Large fitting errors appears near the field map

boundary.

should extend well beyond the expected dynamic aperture

(DA). If an adequate field map region is unavailable, which

we encountered in our EMVPU [5] simulation, we must

use fewer small transverse harmonics (m) or manually set

up boundary conditions that will help constrain the fitting

results (see Figure 3).

SIMULATION RESULTS AND BEAM

TEST

Figure 1 shows that IEX presents the strongest non-

linearity among all IDs that have been installed in the APS.

Thus, detailed simulations were made with both designed

and measured field maps. Due to large errors represented

in the measured field data, the measured field map was fit-

ted to its design model by adjusting its alignment (x, y, z),

peak field (B0), and roll-off parameter Kx slightly away

from the value of the model simulation. Fitting results

show that Kx,meas ≈ 0.96Kx,design. A slightly larger

magnet field roll-off appears in the real device (see Figure

4). To include field errors, the IEX was sliced into several

segments, each segment containing several periods. The

error field was represented by a kick map at the end of each

segment, calculated using the first field integral of the same
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Figure 3: Fitted field profile at several y positions (legend

value in mm). Black — harmonic m up to 30; red — har-

monic m up to 50.

Figure 4: Peak Bx filed profile vs. x. Black — designed

model; red — measured data; blue — fitted model.

segment. Simulated DA results for various conditions are

shown in Figure 5. The simulation results predicted that

the APS DA would be reduced slightly by IEX operation.

This was confirmed by our beam-based measurements, as

seen in Figure 6.

Another device with strong non-linearity is the Circu-

larly Polarizing Undulator (CPU), for which we have a

model field map, but no measured one. The non-linearity of

the ideal CPU model is weaker than IEX, but the measured

beam perturbations, such as orbit, tune, and coupling vari-

ations, indicate some larger field errors. The measured DA

reduction from the CPU is also more severe than the IEX

(see Figure 6). Unfortunately, we cannot simulate these

field errors as we have no measured field map.

SUMMARY

Simulation of ID nonlinear effects can be accomplished

in several ways. This paper explains how a field map can be

fit to a field expansion used by elegant and what precau-

tions are required for a valid result. Using the IEX device as

an example, we illustrated how a measured field map was

used to check the field quality and for DA simulation. Ex-

Figure 5: Dynamic aperture with machine errors. Black

— field map from magnet measurement (fitted model); red

— fitted model + measured field errors; blue — field map

from IEX design.

(a) IEX—DA is decreased at large

kick strength

(b) CPU—DA is decreased from

small kick strength

Figure 6: A fraction of beam survived after a kicker pulse

vs kicker strength (DA) for the APS baseline (APS0 —

CPU and IEX are off), and CPU or IEX running at different

polarization modes (H/V/C).

perimental results from both CPU and IEX operation show

the importance of such simulation work.
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